The Department of the Theory of Culture and Art, The John Paul II Catholic University of Lublin and Society of the John Paul II Catholic University of Lublin invites for an international and interdisciplinary conference

**The Cultural Dimension of Cyprian Norwid's Output, 5 – 7.11.2013**

Lublin, Al. Raclawickie 14

The 130th death anniversary that falls on 2013 is an opportunity for a renewed meeting with the still inspirational work from the author of *Vade-mecum*. We want his output to be a reflection, an objective for researchers representing various humanistic branches, including cultural scientists, art historians, historians, philologists, sociologists, philosophers and theologians amongst others. We propose the following areas: Cultural sources of Norwid’s output; Metaphysical and epistemological inspirations and threads of Norwid’s thought; Norwid in relation to the civilization’s heritage; Norwid’s opinion of historical events and political projects; Norwid’s theory of fine arts and his artistic achievements; Past and contemporary religions in Norwid's view. The deadline to offer proposals (an abstract 300) for foreign participans has been extended until 30th September. The address: rzajac@kul.pl The conference fee - 400 zł; Ryszard Zajączkowski Ph.D, Hab., www.kul.pl/zajaczkowski